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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to our second of six issues for
2018, of the ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.

Free of charge, feel free to print and put in
your own binder. Please forward to all your
Checker friends too. Free, well perhaps your
friendship could be considered payment?

The second article will present the
current Chicago Checker squad clone
project launched by this writer!
We’ll also present a reprint of a 1960
Speed Mechanic Magazine’s Checker
article. You’ll also find a tribute to the
late Roy Dickinson and a history
article on the 1931 Checker Utility
Wagon.

If you would like to submit an article or
personal profile regarding you or your,
Checker, please submit all content to the
Also included Used Checker ads,
email address on the right side of this page. photos by Bill Crawford, a poem by
So what’s new in this issue? ICTA member AJ Kaelan Benjamin Bentham.
Voiles has a very interesting Aerobus
projects in the works, in this issue we’ll
share the history and ongoing story.

A happy club, please remembers, no
bullies, thugs or convicted criminal
allowed.

Checker police cars? We have two articles,
first the history of Checker Police cars and
police professional opinions.

Happy Spring! We look forward to a
year of having fun with our Checkers.
Please enjoy issue: volume 4 issue 2.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1952,
1957 and 1961 Checkers
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Checker Luxury. The O’Hare Inn
Today, it’s probably fair to say that when people think
of Checker, the word luxury does not pop into their
heads. It’s more than likely the impression or words
that pop into most people’s minds are low end
concepts like: taxi, cab, jitney or hack. By today’s
standard, any auto linked to those words or phrases
would most likely be: dirty or crummy excop car, the
word luxury would be a faraway thought.

That was not always the case. Back in the 1920’s
taxicabs were considered a luxury. The masses
rode in trolley, trains and buses. The wealthy rode in
chauffer driven Checkers. Uniformed drivers ferried
riders in leather lined Checkers. In the late twenties
Model K drivers in New York City carried wooden
paddles to reshape leather pillows for riders.
Sadly the taxi industry would evolve over the next 50
years into the commodity business it is today. Despite

the downward trend, Checker would try to promote
Checker offerings as a luxury products, not mere
taxis. In the early 1960’s Checker would launch the
Town Sedan limo, just one example of luxury.
Checker Motors Corp would continue to promote luxury in
brochures and press releases.
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“Checker Aerobus, both the 6 and 8 door models, has
been introduced without change from the previous
models “Built from the ground up” as a heavy-duty,
multi-passenger limousine, the Aerobus, according to
the manufacture, has found an increased acceptance
among resorts, air lines, hotels, motels, hospitals,
business firms and services requiring inter-city and
inter-plant transportation.
“Whenever there is the need to move 9 to 12
people, complete with baggage, packages, etc., in
complete comfort and in limousine style –that’s
where the Aerobus serves the public best, “
according to David R. Markin vice president-sales for
Checker Motors Corp.”
Many examples of luxury promotion can found like the
1960’s era press release text, the subject at hand was
the Aerobus linked to jet-age travel and resorts.

In the 1964 Checker Aerobus brochures presented happy
Checker Aerobus customers, one of those happy
customers was the O’Hare Inn in Des Plaines, Illinois.
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Located at the corner of Higgen’s and Manheim,
just one short mile from O’Hare the inn was an
oasis of luxury. The Inn features included golf,
tennis swimming, and a health club. As an
added feature, the inn also featured a high-end
restaurant, Henrici’s. Various 60’s era promotion
material promoted the complex as a “Jet-Age”
resort: hip and modern it was clearly the place
to be if you were a high flyer in Chicago.

One would typically think of Cadillacs and Lincolns as
standard equipment of for any luxury resort, but not at the
O’Hare Inn, the star vehicle was the Checker Aerobus. The
Checker was used to shuttle people back and forth from the
resort to the airport.
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Built in the late 50’s, the inn would expand over time and
continue to grow. By the 1970s, the inn became part of
the Ramada chain of hotels. A high rise hotel was added
increasing room capacity and the overall footprint of the
complex increased along the edge of Willow Creek.
Unfortunately, over the course of many years, the entire
O’Hare region saw expansion of hotel/motel growth which
had a negative impact in the marketplace, saturation in the
hospitality industry in at O’Hare. Highway expansion in
and out of O’Hare grew too, right in the backyard of the
luxury resort, the din of diesels trucks on the interstate
clearly was not good for O’Hare Inn business. No longer a
luxury destination, the inn would close and be torn
down. The inn is all but a memory now.
Remarkably one piece of the luxury resort has
survived, the Checker Aerobus! Purchase by ITCA
member AJ Voiles of Belvidere, IL., the Checker Aerobus
is undergoing a complete restoration with the intent of
bringing it back to its O’Hare Inn livery glory.
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fter service at the O’Hare Inn, the Checker did continue
to shuttle people. According to Voiles,
“after O‘Hare inn service, it was sold to guy in
Wisconsin was used at a bar for sporting events and
occasional taking a drunk patron home. In time
when he was done it with it. He drove it to the
junkyard and thats where it sat for 20 plus years”.

20 years at Jack’s Auto Ranch, the Aerobus, sat
prominently out front of the yard, used as sort of a
promotional item for the yard (see header picture on
top of blog). Located in Watertown, Wisconsin the
Aerobus sat until a new owner was
found. Thankfully Jack did not crush the
Aerobus, several years ago when metal prices were
high, the O’Hare Inn Aerobus would have been worth
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over $1000.00 just for scrap value alone. For more info on Jack’s Auto Ranch, click on the link below
http://www.jacksautoranch.com/frame.htm
AJ has made great progress on the Aerobus in the short time that he has owned the vehicle. Keep in mind, with
eight doors and eight seats, restoring one Aerobus, is like restoring two cars!
To date AJ has received a significant amount of support from ICTA members, we’re here to help. The O’Hare
Inn may be a memory, but Checker’s brush with luxury will survive with AJ’s restoration. To follow the progress
of the O’Hare Inn Aerobus, join the ICTA via Facebook, free for all we charge no dues, we just want to have
Checker fun.
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Yes, police cars, but could a Checker every be
taken seriously as a police car? Judging by the
photo in the header of the blog, the answer is
clearly no. Just take a look at the Arizona police
officer in full uniform, smiling, wearing a “Yellow
Cab” hat! Despite the obvious humor in the photo,
Checker did indeed make a serious attempt to
serve the nation’s peace officers.
Based on doing a research for this article, this
writer was surprised to learn that Checker produced
police cars from 1961 – 1982 well over 20
years. The first photograph found was a
promotional photo sourced from law and Order
Checker Police Cars, Just The Facts Ma’am
magazine. The Chicago squad car appears to be a
As we are all aware, Checker Motors Corporation is
1961 Model A9, no chrome nameplates for Superba
famous for the taxicabs they manufactured from 1922or Marathon can be seen on the Checker’s
1982. Many are not aware that Checker was more than
fenders. It begs the question: are Checker police
just a taxicab manufacturer, Checker was a specialty car
manufacturer. Over the course of 60 years, Checker would cars different from Checker A11 Taxicabs?
produce many non-taxi vehicles. Among the vehicles
Checker historian Ben Merkel believes that the
produced, the Utility Sedan/Wagon of the early 30’s, the
Checker police car is essentially a Checker A11
Aerobus and probably most surprising police cars.
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According to Ben Merkel’s research the
Chelsea, Massachusetts police
department order four Checker model
A11 police cars. The Chelsea squad
cars were order with the Checker code
217 option. Code 217 was a heavy duty
option sold primarily to NYC taxi fleets.

In a recent email Ben stated “As far as I know, the only
difference between a regular A11 and a cop car is that the cop
car might have a perkier alternator.“ Leece-Neville pioneered
the use of the alternator on municipal vehicles such as fire
trucks, police cars, and buses, it highly likely the Checker police
cars may have been equipped with Leece-Neville alternators.

Growing up in the area, this writer can
remember the four Chelsea blue and
white police cars well. There was much
controversy regarding the four squads
when it was reported in the Boston
Globe that Chelsea was now
prosecuting anybody who flagged down
one of the city Checker police cars by
waving a hand and yelling “taxi”! the
charge: Obstruction of Justice.
The fact is, not only were Checker police
car not taken seriously, police across the
country hated the Checker squads.
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In 1980, the Valley News of New Hampshire reported that the Claremont Police were not happy with their
Checker police cars. Reporter David Ludlum wrote “they say that the six cylinder engines don’t let them keep up
with running vehicles, or get them across town as fast as the Dodge Aspens the department bought over the past
few years.”
One Claremont officer claimed that there was no pickup in a Checker from a standing start. Zero to thirty took 30
seconds in a Checker squad car! Apparently the officers in Claremont claimed that the cops could not chase the
robbers while using Checker squad cars.
The City of Saugus, Mass used Checkers for several years. According to retired lieutenant Ronald Witten, the
Checkers did have some benefits. According to Witten “We didn’t like these (Checkers) mainly because of the
ribbing we got from everyone. However, they were good for two things- you could stuff about 6 people in the
back, good for cleaning out loud house parties and also they were great in police chases as they could be used
like a tank to force the other vehicle to the side of the road.” The Saugus units did have issues while in service,
some of them burned because undercoating was applied to the exhaust system.
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Police rely on a concept of presence, surely if
citizens are making jokes about Checker police
cars or perps know they can outrun a Checker
squad car, it’s not good for police business and
clearly indicates that police presence is not being
taken seriously.
Checker did offer an array of options to power
the Checker squad car. High output Chevrolet
350 cubic inch engines were available in the late
sixties, but by the 70’s that option was
eliminated. Post the 1973 oil embargo, US
automotive buying habits changed in favor of four
and six cylinder engines in order to save on gas.
In the case of the Claremont, New Hampshire
squad cars, it appears that economy was given a
higher priority over performance. According to
Claremont Police Chief Joseph Devine, the
Checkers were ordered with six cylinder engines
for economy, additionally the expectation that the
heavy duty bodies would provide for longer

service outweighed the price paid for the Checker’s when
compared to the Dodge Aspen.
The Checker price differential when compared to the Dodge
was $1400.00 higher, but the expectation was that the
Checkers would last twice as long as the Dodges.
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Devine was quoted as follows “money is a greater
concern for the city than speed”.
Checker sold about 50 police car in the New England
market between 1978 and 1980. Checkers were sold to
many police departments across the
county. Photographic evidence of marked Checker spans
both coasts from New England to the Mexican boarding in
Chula Vista, CA.

It’s fair to say that driving a marked Checker was not fun
for cops in any part of the country. That said, Checker’s
most productive police service was most likely as
undercover police cars.
For many years Checkers were used in undercover police
work. The city of New York has long used taxicabs as
undercover vehicles and Checker undercover service was
clearly exploited. Unsuspecting perps could easily be
caught in the back seat of a Checker cab making a drug
deal in the back of perceived taxicab.

The Checker cab on the ICTA home page was a
former undercover unit used in NYC. Today the car
is owned by Dieter Losskarn and has been exported
to South Africa.
Other Checkers Police cars survivors include the
Florida Monroe County Sheriff Dept. Checker now
owned by Joe Pollard. Interesting to note that the
Monroe County car was originally sold by
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the Winkoff Checker dealer famous for the faux luxury
Checkers of the late 70’s. Clearly Winkoff, pushed the
envelop in every automotive niche market.
In summary it’s pretty clear that using a Checker in any
municipality was challenging to any officers ego. So just
remember, next time you’re maneuvering your Checker
through a field of antique cars at a classic car show, when
someone yells “Hey Taxi”, just remember, in the old days
that prankster could have been arrested for such a act!
.

Ode To The Model E
by Kaelan Benjamin Bentham
An E is anything you want it to be…
As long as you don’t want it to be wee,
For E’s are really quite special you see.
They didn’t just make them for and me. My, they
made a few even for royalty!
See the main factor that makes an E be,
Is 9 extra inches of length you get free!
For your legs, big feet or giant jumpseat for three!
So next time you see a big gap between pillars B
and C,
Know that you’ve found ya a rare model E!

Today’s post brought to you by the letter Q, feeling
pretty left out
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Checker Chicago Squad Car Project
This writer is currently in the process of restoring a 1949
Checker Model A3 limo. If all goes well it will be running by
the end of 2018.
Unfortunately it would have been restored by now, if not for
the fact that $43,000 was spent last year fighting a Federal
Injunction attempt by another club, the lawsuit shifted funds
away from the restoration.
As one would expect, that would turn most people away
from the Checker hobby, as I am sure was the original plan
of the litigators. For some time now I have been telling
It’s been an honor knowing all the folks in the police
many that the A3 is the last Checker I would ever restore.
car hobby for the last twenty years. True friends,
Well that has all changed, I have a new project.
the crew has always watched out for each other.
For years the guys helped me with my other
Many in our club may be familiar Greg Reynold and Chris
projects including the restoration of a 1964
Lindahl, both are long time members of the ICTA and are
Studebaker Marshal police car.
also police officers with the Chicago Police Department.
Both ICTA members are active in the police car hobby. Mr.
Over the last several years Sgt. Reynolds has been
Reynolds in particular is widely known as a police car
very persistent is challenging me to create a
historian, police car photographer and community
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Checker squad car.
organizer.

Recently the perfect opportunity turned up to take on the
Chicago challenge.
Chicago Checker Squad Car 603 appears to be a 1960
Checker A9 or A10. It’s painted in the standard Chicago
safety blue and egg shell white.
As discussed in the previous article. Checker police cars
were typically just standard Checker A11 with heavy duty
electrical. The challenge of creating a Squad 603 clone is
that it is based on an A9 or A10. As many Checker fans
are well aware, these are extremely rare.

One could use a new Checker to start a clone project, but
many features would be wrong. Car 603 sports the taller
front fenders, straight across bumpers, and starburst grille
with a larger steel valence. It would be assumed that the
Chicago squad would also have an A9 dashboard, not the
standard A10 Marathon dash. Additionally Car 603 has
the rare small wheel opening fenders. A true clone would
indeed be a challenge to build and be truly accurate.

Well as luck would have it, the perfect Checker
became available to serve as a source for the
Chicago clone project. As some may recall the
Clearwater Florida Checker taxicab fleet is up
for sale. We featured an article about John
DiDomizio is selling his entire fleet. Included in
John’s fleet is a 1961 Superba, the perfect
clone candidate. Equipped with the flat head
Continental, the very solid car also has the
standard A10 dashboard, not the higher end
Marathon dash.
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Despite having a really bad 2017, 2018 is going
to be great thanks to people like Greg
Reynolds, Chris Lindahl and John
DiDomizio. Thanks to Doug Klauck too for
sending some additional photos of the recent
purchase. Now its time to pick up and get the
car home. The project has already started, the
rear fenders and an NOS trunk lid has been
sent to the strippers paint removal.

The only thing that is missing is the small rear wheel
opening fenders. No problem, this writer has a pair in the
crawl space of my house. John made a very attractive
deal, that also included a 1963 Continental OVHD engine.
Perfect, so the flathead will go into the Model A3 and the
OVHD Conny will go into the clone car. A deal that could
not be refused!
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Now what you do with a Checker squad
car? There lots to do, specifically, many
of the vintage police cars in Chicago
are used for charity events to help
Chicago Police Gold Star families.
The header photo depicts a Chicago
Police memorial event conducted every
year at Soldier Field. The vintage
squads are also typically used for
parades and other events with the sole
goal of promoting and honoring the
men and women who protect all
citizens. This past week both Greg and Top, A9 fenders ready for
stripping.
Chris displayed their squad cars at the
Chicago Auto Show.
Right top Tio Greg
Reynold’s 73 Chevy CPD
So while other clubs are panhandling
for money, and still fighting old battles,
Right Lower Chris Lindahl’s
this writer will hopefully be partnering
69 Plymouth CPD
with true friends honoring the people
with the toughest jobs going, cops.
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He was a very interesting character, this writer had
the pleasure of working with Roy on the expansion
of the Checker Taxi Stand website in 2004. Quite
a character, he had an amazing memory and was
a wealth of information regarding Checker
history. He even shared a story about my actual
Checker from 1956 regarding problems with
transporting from Kalamazoo to Oakland,
California!
Back in 1984 Joanna Hart wrote a nice article
about Roy in the CMC Checker Headlight
corporate newsletter. We’re presenting in Roy’s
honor.
Roy Milton Dickinson June 25, 1927 – February 5, 2015

Thirty Years and Over by Joanna Hart
We recently learned of the passing of Roy Dickinson on
February 5, 2015 in Sun City, Arizona. Roy was a longtime
employee of Checker Motors Corporation and editor of the
Checkerboard News.

Roy’s last name is Dickinson – not Dickerson,
Dickman or Dixon. It happens to be a particular
peave of his so please remember everybody, the
name is Dickinson.
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Roy had just finished a stint in the army before coming to
Checker as a Traffic Clerk. That was 37 years ago
(1947). In 1968, he was made Traffic Director, the
position that he still holds today. For all these years he
has been a very hard dedicated, hard working employee –
his first concern always being of Checker. His job entails
a great amount of responsibility and there is no doubt that
he is one fine Traffic Director.
Some of his work consists of documenting all incoming
and outgoing products, the issuing of all shipping paper
and directing and maintaining our fleet of trucks. He was
also instrumental in our getting the locomotive and he
keeps track of all the rail cars and the problems that go
with them. These are only a small part of his overall job.

Roy has a most interesting background. He was born in
Zion, Illinois and was the youngest of nine children. The
family is scattered across the country from the east to the
west coast. He does spend every thanksgiving with his
sister in Arizona.
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He has two very interesting hobbies. His stamp collecting
goes back 30 years and he has every stamp issued since
1930. He has many sheets of stamps called “panels” and
has the first one published.
His other hobby is collecting miniature liquor bottles and of
these he has at least 500. He has a sister who traveled
extensively and he has bottles for almost country in the
world. These bottles come in many sizes and shapes
from figures of people, houses, coffee pots, etc.

We all know Roy golfs and bowls, his favorite golf buddies
are Orville, Adams and Schley. If you want more
information about his golfing, just ask one of his buddies
and they will give you all the inside dope.
Roy, since you’re in charge of transportation, continue to
keep us rolling in the right direction.
RIP Roy
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Speed Mechanics April 1960 Checker’s Superba

Checker Motors maker of the famous Checker Taxicab,
has unveiled their newest member, the Checker
Superba. The kissn’ cousin of the taxicab, which has
roamed New York’s streets for years, is identical in
styling, engine and practically everything else to the cab.
It gives relief to those who are tired of looking at the
monstrosities rolling off the Detroit production lines in the
past few years. The engine is the old Continental type. A
separate story by Roger Huntington, on this engine will
found elsewhere in this issue.
For the more conservative driver, Checker has made an
automatic transmission for the car, which is of course,
optional. Features of the new Superba which is
distributed in New York by Charles Kriesler, are a
completely flat floor, extra wide doors for easy entry and
exit and more leg room in the front and rear than you
would actually need-unless you have extra-large legs
and feet.

The sleek lines of the Superba sedan and Marie Wallace
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The Superba line includes standard and specials models of a four door sedan and four door station
wagon. The length of the car is ten inches shorter than any of the normal sized models of Chevrolet, Ford
and Chrysler. Looking from the side you get a surprise, in that the car is not as low as you have become
accustomed to seeing. It does, in its own way, remind one of a tank. The basic word for the overall styling of
the Superba is “simple”.

Marie takes her turn behind the wheel of the Superba, plenty of room to
spare in front

View of the dash and steering wheel in the Superba. Fuel, temperature, oil pressure
and amphere dials are featured in place of the signal light which can become quite a
problem. Heater is at the right.
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We were particularly glad to see the interior of the car. The front seats are high and springy, thereby
eliminating the backache when driving. The instrument panel is easy to read and the oil pressure and
amphere gauges are a relief from the ever bothersome lights found in many of the new cars.

The Superba has a manual choke as standard equipment, which many seem to prefer, instead of the
automatic choke which can be obtained as optional or with the bigger engine. The heater controls are easy to
reach by the driver. The steering wheel gives the driver a firm grip. Visibility from the drivers seat is as good
as can be expected and better than some of the other 60 models.

Five beauties, which DO NOT come with the car even as optional equipment,
Plenty of space in the Superba’s trunk. You could even stuff a body in here if you do
pose to show the photog the space the Superba has built-in the car
that sort of thing. Tail end is about the same as the taxicabs.
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We made a vain attempt to get a Superba for a road test. Unable to test the car itself, we did arrange for a
Checker Taxicab road test. The cab we had was a 59 model. It had over 50,000 miles on it, and had a smashed
left front fender. We spoke to the driver of the cab, to get his impression, since he had driven the car for the
first 50,000 miles.
He told of his many experiences as a taxi driver in New York, but we won’t bore you with the details of his fights
with the members of New York’s finest, who are otherwise known as cops.

The Checker Superba impresses one with it’s likeness to a tank. It looks very
wide and sturdy in this photo, taken at the press preview.

Offered as optional equipment is this pair of fold-away seats, which should
come in handy for the guy with extra-large family
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Before his conversion to the Checker, the driver, who is in
business for himself, drove a De Soto. He said he got over
100,000 miles on the De Soto, but expected to get more on the
Checker.
“The car rides like a dream for the first five months,” he said
“But” he continued, “now ….well, she rides like a bus”.
“Don’t get me wrong, I like this car very much. Never had one
like it”.
“After all,” he went on, “I’ve been hit twice in this car.”
“The gas mileage is good, and it don’t use much oil.”
“How much is not much?” we asked.
“Well, maybe a quart every 1200 miles”
“You know,” the driver exclaimed, “my wife —-Edna, she really
likes the seats in the back. You know, the fold away seats?”
The Superba makes these seats as optional equipment.
The Checker gave us a good ride. We took it to the hills of
Queens and the rough roads of Long Island. It responds quickly
to the drivers every command, and although not powered like a
V-8, it will get you where you want to go, and may save you
some money on repair bills.

The back of the station wagon seen through the eyes of the
camera. Loads of space to pile all the bags or what-have-you
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Bill Crawford Checker
Photography!
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Upon reviewing Checker’s promotional material, its
easy to determine that Checker offered consumer
oriented vehicles prior to 1959. The first attempt was
the introduction of the Utility Car in 1932. The
second was in 1948 with the introduction of the
Checker Model A3 Pleasure car. In 1956 Checker
also attempted consumer car market activity with
the launch of the Checker Model A8.

The general school of thought among auto historians
regarding Checker’s introduction into the consumer car
market was that it was in the fall of 1959 with the
introduction of the 1960 Checker Superba. The Standard
Catalog of American Cars 1945-1975 ignores all of
Checker’s taxicab production between 1947 and 1959
dismissed as mere Taxicab production only.
These ideas are essentially false. To the contrary
Checker had marketed specialty consumer vehicles
close to thirty years prior to the Superba.

This article will cover the first introduction, the
Checker Utility wagon. The sales brochure is clearly
the best source to learn about this first sedan/wagon
convertible marketed beyond established taxicab
sales.

The Brochure proudly presents “ Here is a car of
beautiful appearance of luxurious riding quality –
that by a momentary shifting of its seats, without the
use of tools of any kind or removal of any part, is
converted into a car for business purpose and heavy
duty without sacrificing its appearance or riding
quality
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The Checker- Utility car is a finished product. Everything entering into its construction has stood the hardest test
that a car can be called upon to stand. Back of it is the twelve years of experience in making Checker Cabs
designed for comfort for economical operation and for long life. Thousands of Checker Chassis have withstood
the rigors of 150,000 to 300,000 miles of taxicab service. The Checker Utility will fill your passenger car and
commercial needs – two cars with the upkeep and depreciation of only one.”

No modern closed car has a smarter appearance
than the Checker Utility. Luxuriously appointed , of
highest type coach construction with genuine
leather upholstery it has 122’ wheelbase and
accommodates 9 people in absolute comfort and
tailboard arrangement that will , in addition hold
several trunks and bags.

In a second the back seat of the Checker
Utility folds away and you have the same
smart looking car with accommodations for
six persons and lots of room for packages,
trunks or freight- smaller articles can be
loaded without opening the back of the car

With middle seat and back seat folded away
you have accommodations for three
passengers and a ton of freight. The full
truck space available is 48 ½ inches high 0
49 to 58 inches wide 66 inches deep if you
would load through the side doors and 88 ½
inches deep with the tailboard open.
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Its unclear how many Utility Wagons were produced. This vehicle in the brochure is clearly based on the
Checker Model M. Others indicate that the Utility Wagon was also build based on the 33 Models. So it
appears that the vehicle was produced for several years. Unfortunately none survive today.
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Checkers For Sale
Currently on the ICTA website as of 2-25-18

Never a taxi , in good, shape hasn’t run in a while
bet will, 77k miles, lots of new parts, if you could
stand in it you could dance it the back. no low balls,
it worth every penny and more Call (727) 235-1559

Checker cab – $3500 (Poulsbo)
1978 Checker Marathon condition: good, cylinders: 6
cylinders, fuel: gas odometer: 200000, title status: clean,
transmission: automatic, type: sedan
Wonderful 1978 Checker cab. Runs great. Looking for a
new home. Has been repainted its original color of
Corvette yellow which is really orange.
Contacted the owner for pics and more info.
Phone 206-842-1021
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$2,500, 632,480 Miles Automatic Transmission
Contact
https://www.facebook.com/robert.chelico
Or Call 850.393.4574

This was composer and singer C Carson Parks old ‘68 Checker
Aerobus that he fixed up years ago. It runs and drives well, but
stutters a bit and needs some adjustments. Also, some old bondo
work is peeling on the roof, so it needs some paint/body work. We
are selling for $20,000 obo, as we don’t know what to value it at. I
would like to turn it into a touring bus for Nashville downtown, but
the costs of getting it to be a reliable vehicle is proving too much. If
someone in Nashville is willing to partner, I will provide the vehicle
if you can get it ready for work.
To find out more contact via Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/carsonparks?fref=gs&hc_ref=ART8nA2
4UnsedU4_B1GEvAzExel0A4SC1xg4ziFSLaA0tGX7PtOhnhBTwT8W5GJ6ug&dti=1384634708513474&hc_loc
ation=group
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Hello fellow Checker fans. I have decided to sell my 77 Marathon with a 350. I
bought it about a year ago to use as a taxi, but I just can’t do it, as it is way too
nice. It is a two owner car. Both owners from California, so absolutely no rust. It
has 38,000 original miles, and has always been in dry storage. It is as if it were
bought new, and then put in a time capsule. I’m exaggerating a little, but not
much. The plastic and all rubber is supple, with no sign of weathering, and even
has the new car smell. Everything is original, and in near perfect condition. It
pains me to sell it, but I am not running a car museum, and can’t stand to see it
sit covered up. I’ll let it go for $11,700. Contact at email ridechecker@gmail.com

We have a very nice example of the New York Cab. It’s
been well preserved and body was treated yearly. If your
interested please contact via email with questions or to
schedule a visit.
The car can be viewed at Gatineau airport 1699 Arthur
Fecteau J8R 2Z9 on this Saturday (Dec23) between
10:00 AM and 2.30 PM.
Email kbuchan@vintagewings.ca or call cell 613-7623558.
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Checker Marathon (with a Chevy 350 V8 engine). Checker Motors built the iconic taxi cabs that
once frequented New York and Chicago. They were extra heavy duty cars designed to hold up to
punishing use as cabs. Their body style did not change significantly from the 50’s right through to
1982 when Checker got out of the car making business. This example is the civilian version of the
Checker and was never a taxi.
When I got it the odometer read about 180k miles but was broken. I replaced it with a functional
one that read about 160k miles. So exact mileage is unknown.
This car gets lots of attention wherever it goes though most people don’t know what it is. I originally
planned on painting it yellow and decking it out with checkerboard livery and roof light of a NYC
taxi. Unfortunately I find myself strapped for cash and must sell. My loss could be your gain.
The asking price is $ 4,000 but I am open to reasonable offers.
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hecker Marathon (with a Chevy 350 V8 engine). Checker Motors built the iconic taxi cabs that once
frequented New York and Chicago. They were extra heavy duty cars designed to hold up to
punishing use as cabs. Their body style did not change significantly from the 50’s right through to
1982 when Checker got out of the car making business. This example is the civilian version of the
Checker and was never a taxi.
When I got it the odometer read about 180k miles but was broken. I replaced it with a functional
one that read about 160k miles. So exact mileage is unknown.
This car gets lots of attention wherever it goes though most people don’t know what it is. I originally
planned on painting it yellow and decking it out with checkerboard livery and roof light of a NYC
taxi. Unfortunately I find myself strapped for cash and must sell. My loss could be your gain.
The asking price is $ 4,000 but I am open to reasonable offers. Contact Brent 435-884-5580
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I’ve decided to sell my 63 since I don’t have time to finish
it. It’s all done except the interior. The body is on a 1992
caprice wagon on a 12” lift. With s 350 under the hood.
Great car. Excellent shape. I have about 12,000 in it.
Finish the interior and make it your own. Call John (727)
543-3081
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Aerobus For Sale Doyle, California

Rear glass gone as is one side glass
Text me 775 420 7244 I’am away from home so I can
only post this picture at this time. Taking serious
Offers only
Wheels n tires were removed to preserve tires

Available from the end of September is my Checker Aerobus. I am
based in the uk and this 1964 car was imported here in 2007.
My business is going in a slightly different direction so this will be made
available.
When this is sold it will have fully rebuilt brakes, new power steering
pump and lots of tlc.
Sbc v8 with a new edelbrock inlet and four barrel carb. Power steering,
power brakes and air con.
Internal heating needs looking at, and cosmetically the paint is good,
but could do with some touch ups here and here albeit I like the look as
it is.
The bonnet is in particular need a freshening up. Interior is stunning.
You can secure the deal with a non refundable £1500 deposit.
Asking price is £16,000:
Contact Simon, Email simonsephton@aol.com Mobile is
07432142825
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Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set
of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.
PM me I take Matt Thomas in the Facebook Checker Cab
Club
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and
gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a
now defunct company. These are the same exact size
and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon.
Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help
you install them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on
my car)
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Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company on-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and overseas.
Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva projects new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully informative
captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the classic
Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in demand by
film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the history of
the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and private car
variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/
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9331 Johnell Road
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon,
Superba and Aerobus

Chicago Checker Model A9 coming
down the Kalamazoo line

